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Figure 4. Lead isotope plot of Ross Island volcanic data. Black
dots are basanitoid, open circles are trachybasalt, and squares are
phonolite. The fields for the lead data for volcanic rocks from

oceanic islands and mid-oceanic ridges are from Sun (1973).

Figure S. Comparison of REE data for Ross Island basanitoids
with that for alkali basalts from oceanic islands. The triangles are
for alkali basalt from Kauai, Hawaii (Kay and Gast, 1973), Xi
are for alkali basalt from Samoa, Pacific Ocean (Hubbard, 1973),
and circles are for alkali basalt from Saint Paul's Rock, Atlantic

Ocean (Frey, 969).

The lead data (fig. 4) show that lead from the
Ross Island volcanics lies along the same trend as
that of volcanics from oceanic islands and has
approximately the same total variation in lead-206/
lead-204 (about 2 percent) as those from oceanic
islands. This variation is independent of bulk com-
position, suggesting that it is related to inhomogenei-
ties in the mantle and not due to contamination.
Comparison of REE data of basanitoids form Ross
Island with alkali basalts from oceanic islands (fig.
5) also shows that the Ross Island volcanics are
similar to those of oceanic islands. This volcanic
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sequence therefore is most likely derived from a part
of the mantle (plume?) similar to that from which
oceanic island volcanics are derived. Apparently the
Ross Island volcanics only are slightly, if at all,
affected by the underlying continental crust or con-
tinental mantle.

We are indebted to Drs. S. S. Goldich, J. S.
Stuckless, S. B. Treves, and M. G. Mudrey, Jr., for
samples and invaluable discussions. This study was
supported by National Science Foundation rant
Gv-040762.
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Ice surface topography and an ice-free
area, southern Victoria Land

PARKER E. CALKIN
Department of Geological Sciences

State University of New York
Buffalo, New York 14207

Ice surface contours (figure) have been compiled
by using altimetry data obtained in 1967-1968 and
1969-1970 from radio-echo sounding flights of the
Scott Polar Research Institute (Great Britain) and
the National Science Foundation (United Stales).
The elevations, from 11 east-west and two north-south
flights, have been corrected by standard flight re-
corder data and tied to ground survey control near
the coast and, where possible, to oversnow traverse
(altimeter) elevations inland. The latter may be
accurate to ±50 meters (Crary, 1963). Rapid pres-
sure fluctuations and real flight height changes re-
corded over the mountains, however, suggest that the
contours of the figure may be accurate to only 100
meters.

The contours indicate that the supply of ice from
the east antarctic ice sheet to Wright or Ta'1or
valleys, or to the Victoria Valley system, is limted
to that accumulated by local precipitation.	he
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Contour map of the Victoria Land Ice Plateau surface between Mawson and Mulock glaciers. Elevations are based on airplane altimetry at
about 600-meter intervals along flight lines tied to oversnow traverse elevation data on the west and to U.S. Geological map elevation
Survey data on the east. Straight line segments show location of airplane data, dashed lines show oversnow traverse routes.

	contours support information compiled solely from	free area, also was an observation of Gunn and

	

the oversnow traverse elevations (fig. 6, Crary, 1963)	Warren (1962). They noted (p. 55) that "ice piracy

	

and show ice surface contours bending inland above	by the Mawson and Mulock Glaciers has assisted in

	

the Mulock and Mawson glaciers relative to their	lowering the level of the continental ice sheet and

	

positions behind the ice-free valleys and a long	in lessening the amount of ice flowing into Victoria,

	

trough or shallow basin between -.154° and 157°E.	Wright, and Taylor Valleys."

	

The conclusion drawn from this information, i.e.	Observations at the eastern termini of the Taylor

	

that glacier flow lines must diverge around the ice-	and Wright upper glaciers, which suggest that these
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glaciers may be advancing eastward, although slowly
(Denton et al., 1970), have to be explained by some
increased local precipitation on the valley glaciers
themselves or on the isolated and immediately adja-
cent high area of the Victoria Land Ice Plateau.
There seems to be little evidence that crestal thresh-
olds are being actively lowered by erosion and hence
that more discharge from the plateau is allowed to
reach the termini of the outlet glaciers here.

Subglacial information assembled from radio-echo
soundings in this area is presented elsewhere by
Calkin (1971, 1973, and in press). Analysis of both
surface and subsurface information was supported by
National Science Foundation grant Gv-22761; the
use of facilities and the assistance in data reduction
at the Scott Polar Research Institute are gratefully
acknowledged.
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Food chain relationships in ancient
freshwater ecosystems of Antarctica

PAUL TASCH
Department of Geology
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas 67208

Lacking primary producers, the base of the food
chain in Paleozoic-Mesozoic ponds and/or lakes of
Antarctica is inferred to have been plant tissue and
microorganisms. Crustaceans dominated among in-
vertebrates. Mesozoic insects were of two types of
feeders: phytophagous and predaceous, e.g. beetles
preyed on crustaceans. Crustaceans often were micro-
phagous or bottom detritus feeders; they also preyed
on each other. Fish, where present, consumed insect
food and/or preyed on crustaceans. A predator-prey
arrangement thus characterized these ancient eco-
systems (Tasch, 1974).

Several beetle elytra (fig. 1) were uncovered in
samples from Carapace Nunatak, Tasch station 1,
some 300 meters south of station 2, where carbonized
elytra were reported earlier (Tasch, 1973). These
were associated with conchostracans and ostracod
valves. Numerous eumalacostràcans and other crusta-
ceans (syncarids, fig. 2; notostracans, fig. 3, among
others) have been found in samples from station 2,
and station 1 (150 meters south of station 2).

X-ray diffraction analysis of a fossiliferous rock
sample from Mauger Nunatak (by Dr. Dah Cheng
Wu) showed, in order of abundance, quartz, zeolites
(heulandite or an intermediate), and montmorillonite.
Similar rocks of this section therefore are classifiable
as zeolitic silty mudstone or shale.


